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Abstract: Organic nonlinear optical materials have proven to pos-
sess high and extremely fast nonlinearities compared to conventional
inorganic crystals, allowing for sub-1-V driving voltages and modula-
tion bandwidths of over 100 GHz. Compared to more widely studied
poled electro-optic polymers, organic electro-optic crystals exhibit or-
ders of magnitude better thermal and photochemical stability. The lack
of available structuring techniques for organic crystals has been the
major drawback for exploring their potential for photonic structures.
Here we present a new approach to fabricate high-quality electro-
optic single crystal waveguides and nanowires of configurationally
locked polyene DAT2 (2-(3-(2-(4-dimethylaminophenyl)vinyl)-5,5-
dimethylcyclohex-2-enylidene)malononitrile). The high-index-contrast
waveguides (Δn = 0.54 ± 0.04) are grown from the melt between two
anodically bonded borosilicate glass wafers, which are structured and
equipped with electrodes prior to bonding. Electro-optic phase modulation
is demonstrated for the first time in the non-centrosymmetric DAT2 single
crystalline channel waveguides at a wavelength of 1.55 μm. We also show
that this technique in combination with DAT2 material allows for the
fabrication of single-crystalline nanostructures inside large-area devices
with crystal thicknesses below 30 nm and lengths of above 7 mm.
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1. Introduction

Organic materials have been proposed for electro-optic (EO) applications, especially for fast
opto-electronic switching and modulation, because of their high EO coefficients and low di-
electric constants resulting in extremely fast response times compared to presently employed
inorganic materials [1–10]. For these applications it is particularly crucial to achieve a stable
noncentrosymmetric packing of the nonlinear optical (NLO) chromophores. There are two main
approaches for acentric molecular orientation: poled electro-optic polymers and single crystals.
Polymers are often easier to process in thin films compared to their crystalline counterparts and
offer a relatively high fabrication flexibility. On the other hand polymers with EO molecules
have to be poled under high external fields to achieve non-centrosymmetry and their long-term
orientational stability is limited by the relaxation rate of the chromophores, especially in micro-
and nanostructured devices. Therefore, one way to overcome the limitations of poled polymers
is to use organic NLO crystalline materials, which offer a high density chromophore packing
and stable chromophore orientation. Additionally, organic NLO crystals present several orders
of magnitude better photostability than the polymers [11].

Although the inherently superior organic NLO crystalline materials are very promising for
high-speed photonic applications, their very large scale integration has not yet been possible
due to many unsolved problems in the production and processing of single crystals. A sub-
stantial progress was partially achieved by the development of crystalline thin films, whose
planar structure is evidently more compatible with waveguide configurations compared to bulk
crystals [12, 13]. Nevertheless the thickness control of such films is often limited and the ap-
plication of standard photolithography to planar 2D crystalline films generally remains a chal-
lenging task, due to the incompatibility of the solvents used for conventional optical lithogra-
phy with the organic crystals [14]. In the past, most of the techniques to fabricate organic EO
crystalline waveguides were concentrated on the ionic salt DAST (trans-4’(dimethylamino)-
N-methyl-4-stilbazolium tosyate) due to its high electro-optic figure of merit at 1.55 μm, i.e.,
n3r = 455 pm/V, combined with a low dielectric constant of ε = 5.2, resulting in an about
one order of magnitude better device-relevant parameter n 3r/ε compared to the benchmark
LiNbO3 [14]. Several microstructuring techniques were developed alternative to conventional
photolithography such as photobleaching [15,16], femtosecond laser ablation [17], ion implan-
tation [18] and direct e-beam structuring [19]. A very interesting technique based on graphoepi-
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taxial melt growth of DAST was proposed by Geis et al. [20], however the applicability of
this method is limited due to an insufficient thermal stability of DAST at its melting tempera-
ture. Therefore rapid growth rates were necessary to prevent decomposition of the DAST chro-
mophores and consequently only moderate crystal quality was obtained. Furthermore, melt
growth on a structured substrate may lead to an irregular upper surface and thickness of the
crystal.

Here we use a recently developed organic NLO material which is thermally stable above
the melting temperature. We were able to produce crystalline organic waveguides with a new
fabrication technique, in which the material is grown from the melt in the desired geometry and
shape. The crystalline waveguides were produced with an approach derived from the widely
investigated technique of capillary methods, where in general the melt or solution is brought
in-between two plates by capillary action and subsequent slow cooling or evaporation respec-
tively, forces the molecules to crystallize [21, 22]. It has already been shown that the growth
of high quality single crystalline thin films of DAT2 (2-(3-(2-(4-dimethylaminophenyl)vinyl)-
5,5-dimethylcyclohex-2-enylidene)malononitrile) from the melt, vapor and from the solution
is very promising [23–25]. However, in all these methods the growth direction, thickness and
the growth position of the rectangular crystals could not be controlled. One possible attempt to
overcome these limitations is to let the melt or the solution flow into predefined channels by
capillary force and let the material crystallize there. We show that this is possible with DAT2,
also for channel dimensions down to only 25 nm height and a few μm width. This is a surprising
result, since most of the materials, especially highly nonlinear optical chromophores, will expe-
rience a limited flow, crystallization and single-crystallinity in submicrometer size structures.
With the method reported here and the DAT2 molecule developed in our laboratory for this ap-
plication, the grown single crystalline structures possess both high thermal and photochemical
stability and good mechanical protection.

2. Material

The configurationally locked polyene DAT2 chromophore consists of a phenylhexatrienebridge
between a dimethylamino electron donor group and a dicyanomethylidene electron acceptor,
leading to a first hyperpolarizability β = 1100 ·10−40 m4/V at 1.9 μm that is among the largest
microscopic nonlinearities of chromophores that crystalize in a noncentrosymmetric crystalline
arrangement [23]. DAT2 crystals exhibit monoclinic point group symmetry 2 with two chro-
mophores in the unit crystal cell. The lattice parameters are a = 6.130 Å, b = 7.424 Å and
c = 20.258 Å with α = γ = 90◦ and β = 96.75◦ [23]. The orientation of the molecules with
respect to the unit cell in the ac plane is shown in Fig. 1.

DAT2 crystals are particularly interesting since they show a large second harmonic genera-
tion signal in the powder test of about two orders of magnitude greater than that of urea [23].
Compared to the well-studied DAST crystals, DAT2 exhibits a considerably enhanced tem-
perature stability with the weight-loss temperature at Ti = 293◦C (involving sublimation and/or
decomposition) and a melting temperature of Tm = 235◦C, as well as a large temperature dif-
ference of 80◦C between the melting temperature and the recrystallization temperature. This
is very promising for the crystal growth from the melt. Most of the other high-nonlinearity
molecules decompose before the melting temperature and therefore only solution growth tech-
niques can be used [1]. DAT2 also shows a very high tendency to form thin films; the growth of
high-quality single-crystalline thin films from vapor [24] and solution [25] have been recently
demonstrated.
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Fig. 1. A view of the unit cell along the polar crystallographic b axis (two fold symmetry
axis) showing the alignment of the chromophores in the ac plane with respect to the unit
cell; θ is the angle between the dielectric axis x1 and the normal to the bc plane (dashed
line) and was determined as described in the Appendix. The good agreement of the in-
tramolecular donor-acceptor direction with the experimentally determined orientation of
x1 can be seen. The hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.

3. Sample preparation

In this section the technique of fabricating crystalline waveguides of DAT2 is described. The
first step is to pattern the waveguide geometry in a substrate material and to deposit electrodes.
In a second step, a cover is anodically bonded to the substrate to delimit the volume for the
crystallization of the EO active material DAT2. Finally, DAT2 powder is placed on the substrate
at the edge of the cover and melted such that the melt can flow through the waveguide channels
into the structure and crystallize there.

To manufacture the structured and electroded substrate two photolithographic steps were
required. In a first step 40 nm chromium and 50 nm amorphous silicon were deposited on a
borosilicate glass wafer by standard photolithographic processing, and a standard lift-off tech-
nique (see Fig. 2(a)). The chromium was used as electrical contacts to the waveguide in the final
structure and silicon was required for anodic bonding. In the second lithographic step grooves
with dimensions of 1.5-5 μm width were structured in-between the electrodes into the commer-
cial photoresist AZ6632 and then transferred to the borosilicate substrate wafer by subsequent
reactive ion etching (RIE) (see Fig. 2(b)).

A cover borosilicate glass shorter than the length of the patterned grooves was anodically
bonded to the structured substrate wafer, such that the left and right ends of the grooves in the
substrate protruded from the edges of the cover glass and the DAT2 melt could flow in (see
Fig. 2(c)). Anodic bonding is one of a number of techniques used in the semiconductor indus-
try for wafer bonding [26–28]. It is well-established and was in 2004 reported to account for
the majority of all packaging applications for microelectromechanical (MEMS) devices [28].
The substrate and cover material is a commercial standard borosilicate glass suitable for an-
odic bonding to silicon due to a thermal expansion coefficient that matches the one of silicon
in order to avoid thermal stress. The borosilicate wafers had a thickness of 200± 25 μm, an
average roughness of the surface of less than 1.5 nm and a total thickness variation of less than
10 μm. The anode of a high voltage power supply was contacted to the deposited chromium
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 2. Processing steps for the fabrication of electrode equipped waveguide channels. a) 40
nm chromium and 50 nm amorphous silicon were deposited and structured on a borosilicate
wafer by standard photolithography. b) The straight waveguide structure was patterned in-
between neighboring chromium/silicon stripes by reactive ion etching. c) A cover borosil-
icate glass was anodically bonded to the fabricated structure to delimit the waveguide vol-
ume in vertical direction. d) The cover glass was shorter than the waveguide length, such
that the fabricated channels were accessible for the melt of DAT2 and the material could
flow in by capillary action and crystallize there.

and the cathode to a wolfram plate pressed slightly against the cover glass. The bonding process
was performed at a temperature of 456◦C by applying a dc voltage of 700 V to the two elec-
trodes. The silicon deposited on top of chromium acts as a sodium diffusion barrier. It has been
shown that in similar geometries also very thin layers of 20 nm silicon are sufficient as sodium
diffusion barriers [29].

Finally a few milligrams of DAT2 powder were placed onto the substrate immediately at the
edge of the cover glass, where the structured grooves in the substrate glass were still present and
accessible for the melt. To one side of the sample a 100 mm long and 20 mm wide aluminium
foil was attached by silver paint. The sample was put into a glass tube, which was filled with
argon at atmospheric pressure and sealed with a vacuum valve. The sample was then placed in
the middle of a heating coil and heated until the material started to melt and to flow into the
channels (see Fig. 2(d)). Instead of moving the sample into a cooling section as it is usually
the case for Bridgman methods [1], we have chosen cooling ramps on the order of 30 ◦C per
hour. The aluminium stripe attached to one side of the sample should ensure an asymmetry in
the temperature profile along the channels to prevent several nucleation points. The total growth
time was less than eight hours. This relatively short growth time is another advantage compared
to e.g. solution grown thin films that typically require 2-10 weeks growth time [25].

4. Crystal orientation and crystal quality

The orientation of the melt grown thin film crystals was investigated by X-ray diffraction θ −
2θ scans. Note that the fabrication steps were slightly different for the sample used for this
measurement, since anodic bonding prevents to access the crystal by the X-rays. Instead of the
bonding process, the cover borosilicate glass was mechanically pressed to the substrate during
the growth and removed afterwards. The X-ray measurements were performed with a STOE
Stadi P diffractometer in reflection mode (CuKα1 radiation, λ = 1.54056 Å). We observed
Bragg reflections assignable to a family of (00h) planes coplanar to the substrate surface (see
Fig. 3). The measured reflections correspond to a real-space periodicity of 20.1±0.3 Å. Hence,
melt grown structures have the same crystal orientation as the solution grown thin films, which
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Fig. 3. X-ray diffraction θ −2θ scan of a melt grown thin film crystal of DAT2. The reflec-
tions correspond to a single lattice constant normal to the surface of 20.1±0.3Å.

means that the crystal surface parallel to the substrate is the ab-crystallographic plane [25].
By rotating the grown waveguide structures between crossed polarizers in a microscope,

the orientation of the a and b-axes with respect to the grooves could be determined, since the
crystals became homogeneously dark for a polarization direction parallel or perpendicular to
the dielectric x2 axis, which is set parallel to the crystallographic b-axis in the point group
symmetry 2. However, the a and b-axes are not easy to distinguish from each other. As detailed
in the Appendix, the directions of the crystallographic a and b axes for the solution grown
thin films were determined by polarized second-harmonic generation measurements, where
it was found that the a axis is parallel to the long axis of the rectangular crystals. From a
birefringence measurement with the help of a tilting compensator B (Zeiss) and the measured
refractive indices (see the Appendix) we could distinguish the crystallographic a- and b-axes
also for the melt grown crystals. DAT2 crystallizes with the polar b axis perpendicular to the
waveguide channels, which is essential for applying the EO effect (see Fig. 4). For most of the
lower-nonlinearity molecules with shorter conjugation length, for which melt growth in fibers
was previously demonstrated (BNA, COANP, FNPH, mDHB, mDNB, mNA, MNA, NPAN,
PNP and others) this is not the case (polar axis is parallel or almost parallel to the waveguide
axis) with a few exceptions (DAN, MAP, NPP and others) [1, 30].

The quality of the melt grown crystals was investigated by optical microscopy and the cor-
responding end-facets after cleaving by SEM. After cooling of samples with a larger cross-
section, cracks can be induced, which are then mainly parallel to the crystallographic a-axis.
In most of our cases the a-axis is parallel to the direction of the waveguide and thus usually
only one crack is present but can be seen almost along the entire waveguide (see Fig. 4). The
characteristics of the crack indicate that the crystal orientation in the waveguide channel is
perfectly preserved for several millimeters as also no deviations could be noticed under the
microscope between crossed polarizers. SEM inspection of such cracks indicated that they are
flat and regular, therefore the waveguide mode scattering may be of minor importance com-
pared to the side-wall roughness. Figure 5 shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image
of a cleaved straight waveguide structure with a thickness of h = 0.97± 0.12 μm (see Fig. 5).
After cleaving the sample perpendicular to the waveguides, the end-facets of the melt grown
crystals appear in general sharp and flat (see Fig. 5). Additional polishing was therefore not
required and waveguiding was clearly observed by using conventional end-fire coupling at the
telecommunication wavelength of 1.55 μm.
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100 μm

a

b ǁ polar axis

Fig. 4. Transmission microscope image of a DAT2 crystal grown from the melt in a groove
of a correspondingly structured substrate. The crystallographic a- and b-axes are parallel
and perpendicular to the waveguide respectively.

1 μm

Fig. 5. Scanning electron micrograph of an end-facet of a melt grown DAT2 crystal.
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5. Refractive indices and electro-optic modulation

The refractive indices of DAT2 were measured with three independent measurement methods.
The details of the measurements are described in the Appendix.

DAT2 crystalline waveguides of good optical quality grown from the melt in a waveguide
channel equipped with electrodes were used to demonstrate EO phase modulation. The
measurements were performed with infrared light at λ = 1.55 μm and the EO properties were
determined by applying an ac field to the electrodes. To detect phase modulation the sample was
incorporated into one arm of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The signal beam was end-fire cou-
pled into the waveguide using a 50× microscope objective. The output light of the waveguide
was imaged with a 40× objective and combined with the reference beam to create interference.
When a voltage was applied to the electrodes, the phase shift created by the EO effect in the
crystal causes an intensity modulation when the signal and the reference beam interfered at
the exit of the interferometer. The reference beam passed an additional compensator, which
allowed to set the working point of the modulator. The distance between the electrodes was
d = 13 μm, with the waveguide in the middle. The characterization was done with a sinusoidal
voltage with peak amplitude of U = 10 V applied to the electrodes. The resulting linear ampli-
tude modulation was measured with a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems SR830).
The waveguides with dimensions 1−1.6 μm (height) and 3.5−7 μm (width) were not single
mode. However, by applying an electric field to the electrodes, optical modulation has been
demonstrated.

Linear electro-optic effects are most commonly described by considering field-induced
changes of the optical indicatrix in noncentrosymmetric materials and can be described by
the tensor rijk:

Δ
(

1
n2

)
ij

= rijkEk , (1)

where rijk is given in the Cartesian dielectric system as shown in Fig. 1 and where summation
over common indices is assumed. From the orientation of the chromophores we expect that
r112 and r211 = r121 are the largest EO tensor elements of DAT2. Therefore the EO modulation
measurements were performed with a TM mode propagating along the crystallographic a-axis.
Due to the inclined indicatrix in ac-plane the phase shift for TM modes in the waveguide is
not only caused by r112 but also by r332 and r132 = r312. Theoretical hyperpolarizability studies
have shown that the effective hyperpolarizability β 112 in the reference frame of a diagonal
dispersionless dielectric tensor is more than 60 times larger than β 132, β332 [31]. Hence we may
neglect the change of the refractive index of the waveguide caused by r 132 and r332 and only
take into account the projection factors of the dielectric system in which r ijk is given onto the
reference frame of a TM mode based on standard tensor transformation. The inclination angle θ
was determined by refractive index measurements and conoscopy, as detailed in the Appendix.

The investigated EO coefficient r112 is therefore given by

r112 =
δ IM
ΔIM

· 1
(cosθ )2 · 2λd

π lneffn2δU
, (2)

where ΔIM is the measured intensity difference between fully destructive and constructive in-
terference at the photodetector, δ IM is the intensity modulation detected in the working point
due to the field modulation δE = δU/d in the waveguide, where we assumed in a first approxi-
mation equal permittivity constants for the EO active material and the surrounding borosilicate
glass, θ is the angle between the dielectric axis x1 and the normal to the crystallographic ab-
plane, l is the length of the crystal in the propagation direction of the light, n eff is the effective
refractive index experienced by the waveguide mode and n is the bulk refractive index of the
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chosen polarization. In Eq. (2) both n and n eff appear since in a first order approximation the
same proportionality constant was used to relate neff and n as to relate the change of the corre-
sponding refractive indices due to the EO effect, i.e. Δn eff and Δn.

The EO coefficient has been determined for two single crystal waveguides with different
cross section. The effective refractive index for the two configurations was calculated with
the full vectorial complex FD Generic mode solver of the commercially available software
OlympIOs [32]. Using Eq. (2) the lower limit of the EO coefficient r 112 = 7± 1 pm/V was
obtained at a wavelength of 1.55 μm and the values for the two examined crystal waveguides
were within experimental error in good agreement. This value presents a lower limit since
the waveguides were not single mode and since a possible reduction of the field inside the
waveguide due to a lower permittivity cladding was neglected. Note that the values of the EO
coefficients in bulk DAT2 crystals are not available yet.

Preliminary results show that the investigated waveguides had propagation losses of around
14 dB/cm, which were estimated by measuring the optical power with and without the sam-
ple in the beam path and taking into account Fresnel reflections at the two end-facets and a
mode coupling efficiency of 80%. Since the intrinsic material absorption losses are expected
to be below 4 dB/cm (absorption constant α < 1 cm−1), the propagation losses may be mainly
caused by the substantial top-wall roughness induced by the etch process (see Fig. 5), affect-
ing especially higher-order modes. Several studies devoted to ion-enhanced chemical etching
of borosilicate glass in CHF3/CF4 plasma have addressed the problem of surface and side-
wall roughnesses [33,34]. The resulting rough surfaces from dry etching of borosilicate glasses
are caused by the formation of nonvolatile halogen compound products generated in the etch-
ing process. The roughnesses of etched surfaces can be greatly improved by physical sputter-
etching to remove nonvolatile products and minimize associated micromasking more efficiently,
using for example inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching [33, 35, 36]. The side-wall
roughness obtained by conventional RIE, combined with the high refractive index contrast
Δn = nTM − nglass = 0.54± 0.04 experienced by the TM modes between the DAT2 material
and the surrounding borosilicate glass (nglass = 1.456) at a wavelength of 1.55 μm may cause
a substantial scattering loss. We therefore believe that an optimized etch process to smoothen
the side-walls will strongly reduce the propagation losses. The high refractive index contrast
is however of particular importance to attain a high degree of optical mode confinement in
very large scale integrated circuits, such as in microring resonators and in photonic bandgap
structures.

6. Growth of single crystalline nanowires and nanosheets (sub 30 nm thick crystals)

It was recently reported that slotted silicon waveguide configurations allow for a considerable
improvement of the tunability of EO modulators, sensors and all-optical switching devices over
the current state of the art [37, 38]. The essential feature of a slot waveguide is that two high-
index silicon stripes are separated by a small distance on the order of 20-140 nm filled with a
lower-index material. The optical field intensity in such a structure tends to concentrate within
the low-index slot for the polarization perpendicular to the slot. Therefore and also due to the
close proximity of the electrical contacts in a slotted geometry filled with a EO active material,
a very large refractive index change for a given modulation voltage can be obtained compared
to a more conventional waveguide with external electrodes. It was shown that even at very
small gaps, on the order of 20-40 nm, the modulation bandwidth per Volt still increases for
narrower and narrower gaps [38]. The method presented here, offers the possibility to grow
single crystalline nanowires inside nano-sloted structures with slot dimension of at least down
to 25 nm.

Nanometer size channels were realized with a simple one-layer approach and a standard
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200 μm

Fig. 6. Transmission microscope image of approximately 25 nm thick DAT2 crystalline
stripes grown from the melt as seen between crossed polarizers. The corresponding end-
facet is shown in Fig. 7.

lift-off process. The commercial photoresist ma-N 415 was spin coated on the borosilicate sub-
strate. A standard UV lithography process was performed to generate the required ridges in the
photoresist with widths between 3 and 11 μm. Approximately 20 nm silicon was then deposited
preserving the undercut for subsequent lift-off. Finally, to obtain the 25 nm high and several
μm wide channels, the fabricated pattern in silicon was terminated by anodic bonding of a sec-
ond borosilicate wafer to the structure as described in Section 3. The growth method was also
the same as in Section 3. No attempts were made to manufacture even thinner channel heights
yet, since from a fabrication and detection point of view we achieved our limits. A microscope
image and a scanning electron micrograph of the grown crystals are shown in Fig. 6 and 7 re-
spectively. Amazingly, a single crystal thickness of only 25 nm was realized perpendicular to
the ab-crystallographic plane. This corresponds to only approximately a dozen unit cells in this
direction.

Furthermore, the lateral crystalline dimension of the reported nanowires could be increased
by two orders of magnitude and therefore the growth of ultra-thin large-area crystals has been
realized. The processing for the fabrication of nanosheets was analogous to the one depicted in
Fig. 2, except that the chromium-silicon bonding areas were structured much further apart, such
that channel dimensions of about 90 nm height and 0.5 mm width were formed. Inspection of
the crystalline nanosheets under the microscope between crossed polarizers showed that large
single crystalline areas are obtained with domain sizes on the order of 10,000 μm 2 where
the crystal orientation is preserved. The nanosheets grown in our first experiments are single
crystalline on most of the area but show small holes (black spots in Fig. 8).

These nanosheets are highly interesting also because with their help DAT2 crystals can be
grown in closed waveguide configurations, such as microrings (see Fig. 8). Waveguide struc-
tures of any shape can be fabricated by RIE in the substrate borosilicate wafer (analogously
to the straight waveguide structuring in Fig. 2) and they can be filled by flowing the melt of
DAT2 through the nanosize channels to the fabricated structure. The orientation of the crystal
in the waveguide-structure is determined by the corresponding single crystalline domain of the
nanosheet.
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100 nm

Fig. 7. Scanning electron micrograph of an end-facet of an approximately 25 nm thick
DAT2 crystal grown from the melt.

50 μm

Fig. 8. Transmission microscope image of an approximately 90 nm thick crystalline
nanosheet of DAT2 grown from the melt as seen between crossed polarizers. The black
spots indicate regions without crystalline material. Two crystalline domains can be seen
as noticeable in the lower right corner, where the crystal orientation rotates by 11± 1◦.
Grooves of any shape structured in the substrate borosilicate glass can be efficiently filled
by flowing the melt of DAT2 through nanosize channels to the structure, a 0.5 μm deep mi-
croring resonator structure in this case. The orientation of the crystal in the ring-structure
is the same as throughout the entire single crystalline domain.
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7. Conclusion

In conclusion, we developed a new approach to fabricate high-quality single-crystalline high-
index-contrast waveguiding structures and demonstrated EO modulation at the telecommuni-
cation wavelength 1.55 μm in DAT2 waveguides grown from the melt. Standard photolitho-
graphy, plasma-etching and anodic bonding technique were used for the electrode equipped
microchannel fabrication. The crystals grown inside the channels by a simplified variation of
the Bridgman method were efficiently protected against chemical and mechanical damage. Due
to the good optical quality of the crystals they can be used as optical waveguides. The estimated
optical losses of approximately 14 dB/cm in the first experiments reported were mostly due to
scattering caused by a side-wall roughness originating from plasma etching and the material
combination DAT2/borosilicate glass with a high refractive index contrast Δn = 0.54± 0.04.
This scattering is expected to be greatly reduced by using inductively coupled plasma RIE and
single mode structures. First EO phase modulation experiments could be demonstrated using
DAT2 channel waveguides at telecommunication wavelengths. The EO coefficient of DAT2
determined using these waveguide modulators is at least r112 = 7± 1 pm/V. The exceptional
crystal growth possibilities such as the growth of sub 30 nm thick crystalline nanowires and
nanosheets from the melt as well as the high thermal and photochemical stability make DAT2
a particularly interesting material. Beside the relatively fast growth time and low cost produc-
tion, no photolithographic step has to be directly applied to the organic crystals. The technique
is also so versatile that it can be applied to several other organic NLO materials as long as the
growth of them from the melt is feasible. Further effort is underway [31, 39] to combine the
favorable crystal growth properties of DAT2 with a more optimal chromophore alignment in
the crystal to achieve higher NLO coefficients comparable to the ones of the ionic salts, such as
DAST and the presently best material DAPSH [40].

Appendix A: Refractive index measurement

The determination of the refractive indices in DAT2 is not trivial because of an inclined indi-
catrix with respect to the crystal faces, therefore three independent measurement methods were
carried out. The first method was performed on solution grown thin films due to their excellent
crystal quality and large area of up to 1 × 10 mm2 [25]. For these crystalline thin films it is
known that the largest crystal face is parallel to the ab-crystallographic plane (c-face) [25]. The
directions of the crystallographic a and b axes can be for example determined by polarized
second-harmonic generation measurements, where it was found that the a axis is parallel to the
long axis of the rectangular crystals grown from the solution. In the point group symmetry 2,
the dielectric x2 axis is set parallel to the crystallographic b axis. Therefore light polarized par-
allel or perpendicular to the long axis of the crystal is an eigenpolarization for normal incidence
to the as grown c-plate crystals.

A normal incidence transmission spectrum of such a crystalline thin film on a thick glass sub-
strate (1 mm) was recorded with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda9 spectrometer. The spectrum features
up to 33 interference fringes in the wavelength range from 600 to 2000 nm due to multiple
coherent reflections in the film. A thin film with a thickness d = 6.90 μm was used for this
measurement. The thickness was determined by a Tencor Alphastep P11 profilometer yield-
ing an accuracy of ±50 nm. The actual thickness value used for the evaluation of the data
was obtained from a prism coupling experiment and lay within the error tolerance (see below).
The wavelength values of the interference minima and maxima were extracted for the evalua-
tion of the refractive index dispersion. The relation for a fringe minima or maxima is simply
the expression for destructive or constructive interference after one roundtrip in the thin film:
2dn(λ )/λ = p or 2dn(λ )/λ = q + 1/2 respectively, where p and q are integer numbers and
denote the order of the minima or maxima. Figure A1 shows the extracted fringe maxima as a
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Fig. A1. Numbered fringe maxima of normal incidence transmission spectrum measured
on a DAT2 crystalline thin film. The light was polarized parallel to the dielectric x2-axis
(open dots) or perpendicular to it (i.e. parallel to the crystallographic a-axis) (full squares).
The solid lines correspond to the Sellmeier model in Eq. (A1) with parameters of Table A1.
The inset shows a typical transmission spectrum measured, from which the fringe maxima
were extracted.

function of wavelength for the two accessible eigenpolarizations. According to the crystal ori-
entation described in the main text, n2 denotes the refractive index for light polarized parallel
to the crystallographic b-axis (i.e. the dielectric x2-axis) and n13 is the refractive index for light
propagating normal to the ab-plane and polarized parallel to the crystallographic a-axis. The
notation of n13 reflects the fact, that the main refractive indices n1 and n3 contribute to n13 due
to a possible tilt of the indicatrix in the ac-plane with respect to the c-face. The dispersion of
the refractive indices n(λ ) is described with a simple Sellmeier one-oscillator model given by

n2(λ ) = n2
0 +

qλ 2

λ 2 −λ 2
0

= n2
0 +

EdE0

E2
0 −E2

, (A1)

where ν0 = c/λ0 is the resonance frequency of the main oscillator, q is the oscillator strength,
and n0 is a constant depending on the contributions from all other oscillators. The expression
on the right-hand side is the corresponding energy description, with the oscillator energy E 0 =
hν0 and the oscillator strength Ed = qE0. The described analysis was performed for the two
accessible eigenpolarizations parallel to the a and b axis, which yields the dispersion of the
corresponding refractive indices n13 and n2 respectively. The full and dashed lines in Fig. A2
are according to Eq. (A1) obtained with the parameters given in Table A1.

The refractive indices calculated from the transmission spectrum of a thin film were con-
firmed by a birefringence measurement using a tilting compensator B (Zeiss) with a polarizing
microscope (Zeiss) and a white light source. The investigated birefringence is the difference
between the refractive index n13 and the refractive index n2: Δn = n13−n2. For a proper crystal
orientation both eigenpolarizations could be excited and the generated phase difference was
compensated by the tilting compensator. From the known optical retardation of the compen-
sator, the birefringence could be calculated. The birefringence expected from the dispersion
parameters given in Table A1 is depicted as dotted line in Fig. A3. The value determined from
the compensator measurement is shown as dashed line. The two birefringence values are in
close agreement immediately at the absorption edge of the crystal, since shorter wavelengths of
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Fig. A2. Dispersion of the refractive indices of DAT2 in terms of a one-oscillator model.
The solid lines represent the refractive index experienced by light polarized parallel (n2)
and perpendicular (n13) to the dielectric axis x2 with normal incidence to the c-face of
a DAT2 crystal as a function of the wavelength. The solid curves were obtained from a
least square theoretical analysis of the Sellmeier model in Eq. (A1) to the data from a
normal incidence transmission spectrum. The discrete data points at 1.064 μm represent
the resulting refractive indices determined from a prism coupling experiment. To obtain
the refractive index value experienced by a TM mode at 1.55 μm (filled diamond) the
corresponding data point measured at 1.064 μm (filled square) was extrapolated assuming
the same dispersion coefficients q and λ0 (dashed curve) as for the refractive index n13.

Table A1. Sellmeier parameters for the refractive index dispersion of Eq. (A1) which cor-
respond best to the experimental data obtained from a normal incidence transmission spec-
trum or which were used to extrapolate the refractive index measured for a TM mode at
1.064 μm to a wavelength of 1.55 μm. The given values are the parameters for calculating
the refractive indices, while the error indicated is the error range of the measurement.

n13 n2 nTM

q 0.6887 ± 0.09 0.2324 ± 0.06 0.6887 ± 0.11
n0 1.586 ± 0.04 1.511 ± 0.03 1.794 ± 0.07

λ0 [nm] 476.01 ± 15 480.83 ± 30 476.01 ± 20
E0 [eV] 2.61 ± 0.08 2.58 ± 0.16 2.61 ± 0.11
Ed [eV] 1.798 ± 0.24 0.600 ± 0.16 1.798 ± 0.30

the white light source are absorbed in the crystal.
The second method is based on a prism coupling measurement, for which solution grown

thin films were used as well. Prism coupling is a non-destructive and powerful technique to
investigate the optical properties of thin films, in particular, to measure the refractive index and
the thickness simultaneously. A setup consisting of a right-angle rutile (TiO 2) prism was used to
couple a Nd:YAG-laser beam (1.064 μm) to the guided modes of a thin film crystal. The wave
vector of the excited waveguide modes was in all experiments parallel to the crystallographic
a-axis. A properly oriented film was pressed against a cathetus of the asymmetric prism, having
an angle of δ = 50◦ between this cathetus and the hypotenuse. In the experiment, we measured
the reflected intensity as a function of the angle of incidence. Under certain incidence angles,
sharp reflectivity dips appear in the recorded spectrum, which correspond to the excitation of
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Fig. A3. Birefringence between the two eigenpolarizations for incident normal to the ab-
crystallographic plane. The dotted curve represents the birefringence calculated from the
dispersion parameters in Table A1. The dashed line is the birefringence measured with
a tilting compensator B and a polarizing microscope with a white light source. The two
birefringence values are in good agreement close to the absorption edge in the transmission
spectrum of DAT2 (solid line).

guided modes. The refractive indices were determined by using light of transverse electric (TE)
and transverse magnetic (TM) polarization, from the angular position for the excitation of TE
or TM guided modes. By Snell’s law at the prism-film interface, the measured coupling angle
ϕm with respect to normal incidence on the hypotenuse determines the effective mode index
Nm by

Nm = np · sin
(

δ − arcsin

(
sin(ϕm)

np

))
, (A2)

where np is the prism refractive index and δ the mentioned angle of the prism. The refractive in-
dices of the rutile prism used for the evaluation of the measurements were taken from Ref. [41].
The refractive index of the film has been deduced from the effective refractive indices N m by
numerically solving the conventional transcendental equation describing an asymmetric step-
index planar waveguide.

The prism coupling measurement was performed with a thinner and a thicker crystal, with
a thickness of 0.97± 0.05 μm and with 22.1± 0.1 μm respectively. Figure A4 shows the ex-
tracted coupling angles as a function of the mode number for the thicker crystal for TE and TM
polarization. The refractive index values determined for the two crystals were in good agree-
ment and have a smaller absolute error compared to those obtained from the normal incidence
transmission spectrum. The thickness of the crystal was also a parameter in the simultaneous
least square analysis of the normal incidence transmission spectrum and prism coupling angles
measured for light polarized parallel to x2 and it was found that the thickness in best agreement
with the experimental data was within the error tolerance of the profilometer measurement. This
is a good proof for the high reliability of the determined refractive indices. The refractive index
value measured at a wavelength of 1.064 μm for TM polarization (n TM) was extrapolated to
larger wavelengths using the dispersion coefficients given in Table A1.

For the third method, which is based on conoscopy, we used a bulk, ∼150 μm thick, crystal
grown by slow evaporation from acetone solution. Conoscopy is an interferometric technique
and it is among others commonly used for the detection of the orientation of optical axis. Cono-
scopic interference fringes are generated for anisotropic crystals viewed between two crossed
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Fig. A4. Coupling angle measured in a prism coupling experiment with a DAT2 crystalline
thin film. The wave vector of the guided modes was along the crystallographic a-axis and
the light was polarized parallel to the dielectric x2 axes (TE-modes, full squares) or polar-
ized perpendicular to the crystallographic ab-plane (TM-modes, open dots). The solid lines
are the least square theoretical fits to a model based on Eq. (A2) and the standard mode
equation of a asymmetric step-index planar waveguide. The inset shows a typical reflected
intensity in a coupling experiment as a function of the incidence angle on the hypotenuse
of the prism. Note that prism coupling for TM and TE polarization was performed with the
crystal on glass substrate and without a substrate respectively.

polarizers with a converging light beam. Basically the two eigenpolarizations excited in the
crystal interfere and produce the characteristic fringe pattern. In a plane normal to the opti-
cal axis direction of the crystal, the constant phase curves are concentric fringes (isochromes).
The crystal was illuminated with a polarized Nd:YAG laser beam at a wavelength of 1.064 μm
through a high numerical aperture lens which created the convergent light beam onto the crys-
tal. A second high numerical aperture lens after the crystal collected as much light as possible.
A crossed analyzer with respect to the laser light polarization was placed after the lens. The
experiment revealed that the optical axes are in the ac-plane since concentric fringes were ob-
served for a rotation of the crystal around its b-axis. The corresponding incidence angle with
respect to the sample normal was φ ′ = 65±2◦ at a wavelength of 1.064 μm. Moreover, also the
characteristic melatope for biaxial crystals was clearly visible in the center of the isochromes.

From these three independent experiments we are able to determine the unknown refractive
indices n1 and n3 as well as the inclination angle θ of the indicatrix in the ac-plane with respect
to the normal of the ab-plane (see Fig. 1). Using the standard equation for the description of the
refractive indices experienced by a light wave with arbitrary propagation direction in a biaxial
crystal and the determined value of n13, nTM and φ ′ at a wavelength of 1.064 μm we are able
to determine the orientation and the shape of the indicatrix. The main refractive indices and the
inclination angle are given by n1 = 2.5±0.2, n2 = 1.60±0.02, n3 = 1.60±0.03 and θ = 39±3◦
at a wavelength of 1.064 μm. The relatively large error in n 1 compared to n2 or n3 is due to an
unfavorable inclination angle of the indicatrix for the evaluation of the data. However, in the
analysis of the electro-optic measurements we mainly make use of n TM, which was determined
with a considerably better relative accuracy.

The results show that DAT2 is highly anisotropic with a birefringence of Δn = n 1 − n2 =
n1 − n3 = 0.9± 0.2 at λ = 1.064 μm both in the ac crystallographic plane and in the plane
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perpendicular to it containing x1. This is more than 40 percent larger than in DAST, for which
Δn � 0.62 at λ = 1.064 μm [42]. The large birefringence Δn can be well understood by the
highly aligned chromophores combined with the large electron polarizability along the long
axis of the chromophores compared to the one in the plane perpendicular to x 1 (see Fig. 1). The
very similar refractive index values of x2 and x3 can be explained by an angle of roughly 90 ◦ en-
closed by the molecular planes of the two chromophores in the unit cell and the crystallographic
b-axis as bisecting line of this angle.
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